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QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
1

My name is John Glenn Dalzell, and I am the Managing Director
of Silk Road Management Ltd (“Silk Road”).

2

Silk Road is the Project Director and Developer Partner on this
Project retained by Foodstuffs North Island Ltd (“FSNI”) as the
client.

3

My qualifications include a Bachelor of Property Administration
from Auckland University.

I am a Registered Valuer (Non-

practicing) and a member of the Property Institute of New
Zealand.
4

My experience spans 35 years in the industry.

I have a wide

range of expertise and capability in project management, strategic
advice, infrastructure, financial structuring, funding, and finance,
including roles in both the private and public sectors at senior
governance and management levels.
5

I am the previous interim Chief Executive of Panuku Development
Auckland, and prior to that was the Chief Executive of Waterfront
Auckland. In these roles and over a period of ten years I gained
extensive experience in urban regeneration, master planning,
placemaking, real estate development, construction delivery and
investment.

6

In the three years after leaving Council, I formed the CadeNZA
Consortium to enable a three-way partnership between China
Machinery Engineering Corporation (“CMEC”), Harrison Grierson.
and Silk Road Management for the purpose of bidding for major
infrastructure projects in New Zealand. Backed by CMEC we
represented

a

team

of

leading

contractors,

designers,

infrastructure specialists, real estate development companies,
and support organisations. For 3 years CadeNZA bid on major
infrastructure

projects

such

as

CRL,

Central

Interceptor,

KiwiRail’s Interlslander Ferry replacement programme, light rail,
and urban development projects (including providing modular
housing solutions).

We also presented a market-led bid to

Government on Regional Rapid Rail.
7

Also, during the last eight years I have been one of the
Independent Directors at Industrial Commercial Bank of China
(New Zealand); and I am also the Managing Director of Du Val
Build-to-Rent Fund.

CODE OF CONDUCT
8

Although these proceedings are not before the Environment
Court, and I am not giving this evidence as an expert, I have
nonetheless read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses in
the Environment Court Practice Note and agree to comply with it
as if these proceedings were before the Court. Except where I
am relying on evidence of another person, this evidence is within
my area of expertise. I have not omitted to consider material facts
known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions that I
express.

SCOPE OF EVIDENCE
9

This evidence responds to development and stakeholder issues
raised in comments on the Applicant’s application for the
proposed mixed-use development at 360 Dominion Road, 88
Prospect

Terrace and 113 Grange Road (“Application”,

“Proposal” and “Site”).
10

In particular, the evidence responds to the following:
a) Auckland Council and Auckland Transport (“AT”) issues
raised at both a strategic and detailed level.

b) Matters arising from engagement with Eden We Love
Society Incorporated (“Society”) about details contained in
their submission.
c) Concerns raised by Natalie Roux de Buisson in her
submission

relating

to

Developer

discussions

and

representations.
d) Submissions made by Ya hui Tsai co-owner of 111 Grange
Road.
11

Matters raised by other commenters, in particular the comments
dated 16 June 2021 from Claire House Aged Care, Koefoed
Family Trust, Unimedia and Ian Buckland are also briefly covered
later in my evidence.

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
12

Dominion Road is strategically important as a major arterial
however, it is also home to an array of small, ethnically diverse
businesses that are reflective of cosmopolitan Auckland. Its
associated businesses have been, like other parts of the city,
significantly impacted by COVID-19.

These businesses sit

adjacent to an affluent residential community which has the
means to access different districts and are highly mobile across
the city. Therefore, the retail offering in Dominion Road needs to
be compelling and able to align with their expectations otherwise
this potential pool of customers will choose to travel, largely by
single occupant vehicle trip to other parts of the city.
13

Dominion Road needs to be allowed to intensify and grow; and
given the opportunity to enhance its attraction as a sought after
and viable retail destination without losing what people currently
value. If this opportunity is not realised, Dominion Road will be
consigned as a transport throughfare, and the existing retailing
and commercial activities spread along, especially the number of
restaurants, will struggle with longer term viability.

14

New vibrant mixed-use projects can play a significant role in
regenerating growth around nodes of activity clustered along
Dominion Road.

15

An increasing number and diversity of people are seeking out
more

affordable

living

accommodation

with

the

added

convenience of being close to public transport and amenities.
Mixed-use development can deliver a balanced live, work and
relax lifestyle but requires careful planning and curation,
combined with the right level of investment to deliver the desired
outcomes.
16

Fundamental to the economics of this Proposal is a level of value
generated from the component parts.

By having a committed

anchor retail tenant in Foodstuffs, the smaller footprint retail and
commercial tenancies become more viable, as they can take
advantage of the opportunities for cross-shopping by customers
who would otherwise shop elsewhere.
17

Further, as explained in Mr Sam Goddard’s evidence the pattern
of retail behaviour is changing and a growing trend is for people
to conduct more frequent “top-up” or “2-bag shops”.

A public

benefit of more easily accessible supermarket choice and
enhanced retail offering within a 1 kilometre (walkable) or 5km
(cyclable) radius of home is that local residents are presented
with a viable alternative to having to use a car to shop. Examples
of this are evident in New World Supermarkets in Remuera and
Eastridge (Kepa Road) where the enhanced retail offering has not
only contributed to the residential intensification along main
arterials but the attraction of the associated retail offering is
seeing more of the community leave their car at home.
18

Dominion Road, with an ever changing and younger demographic
than these other two examples presents an opportunity to capture
further public benefit from the “top-up” or 2-bag retail trend. With
one of the most frequent and reliable public transport schedules

in the city it is a convenient hop-on hop-off trip or diversion from a
daily commute to complete such a visit.
19

The Proposal is located a short distance between Panuku’s
consented development at 198-202 Dominion Road and the Eden
View Apartments development (almost complete) at 428-430
Dominion Road. From an urban regeneration perspective, the
Proposal has the potential to anchor the southern end of the
Special Character Overlay area and achieve critical mass of
activity that will underpin growth and recovery for this community.

20

We have sought, where appropriate, to learn from or adopt in our
design and application, design elements that were supported in
the Environment Court’s decision on the Panuku development.
Where appropriate we have also sought to improve in
complementary areas by:
a) providing a retail anchor that will drive economic benefit;
b) investing in a laneway concept to create real public benefit
across multiple areas;
c) making a commitment to developing as part of a customer
service ethos, smart building technology and applications that
will be valued and used by occupants, shoppers/ clients, and
visitors as part of their everyday lives – see Appendix 1.

21

We think the Proposal has an important role to play in facilitating
growth and anchoring retail and commerce in this section of
Dominion Road. We have taken care to design people-oriented
spaces that have the right kind of facilities and amenities to
provide for growth in a way that is sustainable and encourages
people through choice to make greater use of walking, cycling,
micro-transport and public transport.

22

We are also willing to play a lead role, as a significant landowner
and investor in the area, to promote and participate alongside

other owners/ occupiers, Council, and the community in
championing the implementation of a Travel Management Plan
(TMP) strategy. I am familiar with the benefits of such schemes,
and the challenges having been an early advocate and
implementor

of

the Wynyard Quarter

Transport

Demand

Management Plan.
RESPONSE TO SUBMISSIONS
Auckland Council and AT
23

I have read the comments received from Auckland Council, noting
the different reports from the various departments within Council,
the Albert-Eden Local Board and Auckland Transport, and the
issues they raise.

24

My assessment of the comments documents prepared by
Auckland Council is that the “front end” is effectively a summary
of the following series of twelve standalone “comments”
documents prepared by various different departments and parts
of Council.

While each of these documents responds to the

application within scope of that department/part’s purview, no
single department or Council individual appears to have an
overview of the whole application. These standalone documents
do not appear to have necessarily appreciated or reflected the full
extent of matters in the Application relevant to each technical
area.

Many also contain errors, wrong assumptions and/or

misquote information.

Where these matters are material, I

comment on them below.
Points of detail by exception
25

The Auckland Transport comments refer to private stormwater
assets (bubble up pits) being required to be located along part of
the Dominion Road kerb line and requiring the appropriate
agreement and approval from the public asset owner. This issue
is addressed in the covering memorandum prepared by Ellis

Gould, and in the evidence of Mr Duncan Thomson. All I would
add to that is confirmation of our commitment, if required through
the commercial negotiations with the Asset Owner, to meet any
associated capital and or maintenance costs of a small but critical
part of the site infrastructure that enables intensification of the
Site.
26

The Council’s Principal Urban Designer states that there is no
planned upgrade work being undertaken in relation to the existing
buildings facing Dominion Road. That is not strictly correct, as at
Level 01 (which we own) refurbishment work is planned to include
removal and replacement of the existing mirrored solar shades to
the commercial space which will enhance building aesthetics from
the street view. At ground level the premises on Lot 1 are not
owned by us, and therefore we are not able to undertake any
further building upgrades at this level without commercial
agreement with these owners.

27

The Albert-Eden Local Board comments include a 1.5 page cover
note, before attaching the material previously provided to the
Ministry for the Environment in relation to our application for
referral to this expert panel.

The latter material contained a

number of errors, which we responded to fully at the time. We do
not reproduce that response here. Of the five requests made by
the Local Board on the first page of its comments, I note that our
Application has addressed all but part of point 1 which seeks
prohibition of right turn of service vehicles from Dominion Road.
Right turns are required as most service vehicles are expected to
approach the site from the south and we want to prevent these
vehicles as much as possible from using the side streets to
access the Prospect Terrace service entrance.
28

On the last page of its comments, the Local Board raises three
additional issues which I comment on.

Members of the

Applicant’s design and review team are current members of the
Council Urban Design Panel, and we already have a robust
review process embedded as part of our design development

process. We are committed to all aspects of good design and
sustainable development.

The housing offering is market

affordable in the context of the location, however, has never been
represented as meeting the ‘KiwiBuild’ price points, nor do we
think this appropriate or commercially viable in this centrally
located, mixed-use setting
Eden We Love Society Inc.
29

Issues in the Society’s comments relating in particular to traffic
and urban design have been well canvased by our technical
experts, and therefore I confine my evidence here to identifying
material errors of fact and/or comments that I consider are
misrepresentative of aspects of the Proposal.

30

The Society alleges that the Minister may have been misled about
the nature of the residential development being affordable based
on the Society’s OIA request. However, our Application to the
Ministry for the Environment refers to the apartments being
“market affordable” and the indicative price points are fully
detailed in Attachment 10 of the Application.

31

The Society refers to a meeting with Bruce Koefoed’s Residential
Technical Committee, where we met for the first time Society
members Megan Rule and Denise Civil.

Megan Rule’s

presentation and notes to that meeting are attached to the
Society’s submission.

We can confirm that we responded

comprehensively to the Society’s alternative proposals, and note
that response was included as Appendix 6 to the Stakeholder
Engagement Report prepared by Anthem.
32

The Society also alleges that plans were not provided in a timely
manner for community engagement. However, on 10 December
2020 concept plans together with a summary of changes resulting
from feedback during the first round of stakeholder engagement
was published on the Project Website:

https://dominionroaddevelopment.nz/
33

This material is included at Appendix 3 of the Stakeholder
Engagement Report which includes the detailed list of changes
made following this first round of engagement.

34

Appendix 8 to the Society’s comments is a document entitled
“Weaknesses with the application”. I wish to correct the following
errors of fact which I understand are not addressed in others’
evidence:
a) There is not a net deficit in respect of permanent FTE jobs
compared what exists on site and that offered by the
development.

In their current configuration the buildings

have reached the end of their economic life; and the current
use is not commercially viable into the future.
b) We do own the level above the Lot 1 Shops so criticisms in
this respect are invalid.
c) I confirm that construction worker FTE numbers quoted in our
application relate to NZ workers.
d) I confirm that the modular supplier was selected following a
competitive bid process involving local and international
suppliers.
e) As evidenced though discussions with the Dominion Road
Business Association and the Body Corporate Committee
representatives for the Lot 1 Shop owners, most retail
operators consulted are positive about the increased
patronage the supermarket anchor will contribute to the area.
f)

We were unable to agree minutes with the Residents
Technical Group. For completeness included as Appendix 2
is a marked-up version of the minutes we circulated back to
this group.

g) I confirm that Anthem took minutes of all community
engagement meetings, and these were used in preparation of
their Stakeholder Engagement Report.
N Roux de Buisson
35

I reject any suggestion facts have been misrepresented to the
commenter and respond in more detail below as relevant.

36

We wrote to all Adjacent Landowners in October 2020 (see
sample letter at Appendix 3) seeking to make contact and open
lines of communication for the purpose of following through on
our Stakeholder Engagement Plan.

37

Priority was given to Owners at 86 Prospect Terrace, 86A
Prospect Terrace and 111 Grange Road.

The owner of 86A

Prospect Terrace engaged straight away and helped arrange site
inspection of all three properties. The owner at 111 Grange Road
has chosen not to engage (see below). Ms Roux de Buisson
engaged on a limited basis.

She was initially open minded,

concerned but generally positive. However, since March this year,
there has been no engagement from her.
38

Ms Roux de Buisson told us that she worked shifts at the Hospital
and because of this it was difficult for her to attend the general
Stakeholder Engagement meetings in the early evening. She did
not attend any of those meetings, but a family friend of hers did
attend on at least two occasions (the first two meetings) on her
behalf.

39

I met with Ms Roux de Buisson and her friend on 23 December
2020 at 86 Prospect Terrace to discuss the project and the
common boundary treatment.

40

Relevant context to this meeting was:
a) On or about 7 December 2020 we had become aware of a
group of ‘concerned’ residents circulating on Facebook a
series of misleading and inaccurate images that grossly
overstated the visual effects of the bulk, scale, and height of
the Proposal.
b) After the November general stakeholder engagement with
the community, on 10 December 2020 we emailed our
database (including Ms Roux de Buisson) to advise we had
updated the Project website with the latest plans and a
summary of changes because of the initial round of
stakeholder engagement.
c) In my meetings with the Owner of 86A Prospect Terrace
around the same period, I had confirmed to him in writing in
relation to height that:
Height has variable form being setback from Dominion
Road and Eastern Residential boundary. Most of the
Residential is at 18m plus roof penetrations (1m)
although to strength the SW corner there is approx.
37.5% of the Residential coverage at 22m. Steps down
to 16m Terraced Houses on Prospect and Grange
which sleeves the ends. 2-Level Podium 4.3m floor to
floor except Supermarket 8.35m and Residential 3.2m.
Remember site set down approx. 0.7m and contour on
Grange rises approx. 1.8m from Dominion Road. So,
there is Southern end 1 level carpark, 1 level
supermarket (double height) and to the Courtyard 3
level Residential behind Terraced Houses. Northern end
steps down generally to 18m and then again to
Terraced House bookends on Prospect.

41

This was included in my email dated 18 December 2020, and is
recorded in the Stakeholder Tracker at page 51 of Appendix 2 to
Stakeholder Engagement Report included with the Application.

42

During my meeting with Ms Roux de Buisson and her friend I
remember specifically discussing the Facebook images and
showing them more accurate images prepared by Warren &
Mahoney, as the Boffa Miskell Visual Simulations were not yet
complete.

43

We also discussed specifically the Height in Relation to boundary
controls, and I explained the 20m setback to the residential
properties behind and the fact that we were inside the 45-degree
recession plane which would model better in terms of solar
access/shading than a compliant scheme under the Unitary Plan
built to the maximum of the recession plane. It is possible this
explanation was misunderstood, but I did not get that impression
at the meeting.

44

All other matters raised in the submission are further covered by
our technical experts and required no further comment from
myself.

Ya hui Tsai co-owner of 111 Grange Road
45

I reject any suggestion we have not endeavoured to contact Ms
Tsai and engage with her as an adjoining landowner. Rather, Ms
Tsai chose not to engage with us. I respond in more detail below
as appropriate.

46

All adjoining landowners were sent letters as set out above,
including Ms Tsai, with details sourced from property records.

47

Given our difficulties making contact with Ms Tsai, we asked Mr
Buckland and Ms Roux de Bouisson (during separate phone
conversations) if they were able to contact her on our behalf and
encourage her to get in touch with us. We understand that they

did that, but we received no follow up from Ms Tsai.

In the

absence of a phone number or email address we therefore
extended the invitation to the Stakeholder Engagement Meetings
again initially through Mr Buckland and Ms Roux de Buisson, and
then more recently through Denise Civil and Megan Rule.
48

Finally, we wrote and couriered a letter to Ms Tsai on 27 April
2021, suggesting that if she did not want to contact us directly she
might talk to Gen Hewitt at the EPA. I understand that in due
course she did that. On the basis of all of the above, I consider
that the Applicant did all we reasonably could to engage with Ms
Tsai.

We respect her decision not to engage, but reject any

criticism of our engagement process in relation to her.
Matters raised by other submitters
49

We would be happy to engage in further discussions with Claire
House in relation to additional pedestrian crossing facilities in
Prospect Terrace in a location agreed amongst the relevant
parties.

50

Unimedia, the owner of 357-361 Dominion Road comments that
only recently (25 May 2021) they became aware of the Proposal.
We have contacted all retail and commercial owners through the
Dominion

Road

Business

Association

database

assistance of the Manager Mr Gary Holmes.

with

the

This was done

twice, once initially last year and again this year; and covers all of
Dominion Road.
51

I confirm the Applicant’s intent to maintain ongoing stakeholder
engagement with the community, consistent with our plan. I note
this is further formalised in the recommended conditions of
consent.

52

I confirm the Applicant would support the Local Board and
Council relooking at the Resident Permit parking scheme for onstreet parking in Prospect Terrace and Grange Road, which last

year was consulted on by AT but was not implemented due to
lack of community support.
CONCLUSION
53

Understandably comments received in opposition generally focus
on individual concerns or immediate effects. However, there is a
wider neighbourhood and strategic perspective which is equally
important and which I have tried to explain in my evidence.

54

Intensification along main arterial routes is an important strategy
for the city’s continued growth and prosperity. The Application
builds on the changes facilitated by the Auckland Unitary Plan.

55

Dominion Road needs to be allowed to intensify and grow
otherwise it will be consigned as a transport throughfare, and the
retailing and commercial activities spread along will struggle with
longer term viability. New vibrant mixed-use projects can provide
a significant contribution to that regeneration.

56

An increasing number and diversity of people are seeking out
more

affordable

living

accommodation

with

the

added

convenience of being close to public transport and amenities.
Mixed-use can deliver a balance live, work and relax lifestyle but
requires careful planning and curation, combined with the right
level of investment to deliver the desired outcomes.
57

It is these desired outcomes, more particularly described in the
Application in Appendices 27 and 28:
•

Statement detailing how the project meets the purpose
of the Act; and

•

Assessment against Section 19 of the Act (especially
economic benefit/ cost for people and industries
affected by COVID-19

That demonstrates the public benefit of our proposal to the wider
neighbourhood and city district community.
58

When engaging with Stakeholders we have consistently used our
best endeavours to appropriately convey the fundamentals and
technical aspects of the Project.

59

Where it has become apparent to us that stakeholders would
benefit from further information we have attempted to provide
links direct to source information to avoid the potential for
misunderstandings.

60

We ask that the Panel grant consent to the Application, subject to
the conditions recommended in the evidence of Mr Norwell.

John Glenn Dalzell
Silk Road Management Ltd
23 June 2021

Appendix 1 – smart building technologies

Experience Design.
Concept working document & WIP tracking.
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Next Steps & Actions.
Concept

Go/No Go

01

360 Life App

Go

02

Smart Tech

Go

03

Setting up your home

Tentative

04

Smart Travel

Go

05

Smart Shared Space

Go

06

Service Droids

Tentative/No Go
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Next Steps & Actions.
Concept

Go/No Go

07

Life Services

Go

08

Concierge

Tentative

09

Security

Go

10

Getting Around

Tentative

Car Valet

Go

Concepts.
Starter for ten concepts
exploring ten key themes.

01
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360 Life Application.
A mobile app that allows occupants to manage
their homes, services, and experiences, all in one
place; bringing together all the smart experiences
into one seamless control application.

01

360 LIFE APPLICATION | 6

The Concept
Giving tenants the ability to manage services,
facilities, and infrastructure from a mobile
application. This acts as the key overarching tool
which orchestrates and facilitates all services,
across the entire facility.

CONCEPT 01

Central Control.
Giving users the ability to manage access to all
building services via the app, including access
to areas, security systems, in-home smart
technology, and other “built-in” functions.

360 LIFE APPLICATION | 7

CONCEPT 01

Managed Services.
The ability to add external services through
commercial agreement, and bring these to
life for users through the application; things
like booking cleaners, food subscriptions,
dry cleaning, and other key services.

360 LIFE APPLICATION | 8

CONCEPT 01

Your Home’s Bible.
Giving owners and tenants the ability to store
all of their home’s information in once place;
manuals, paint colours, repair history, etc.
This will be stored at an apartment level,
so new buyers will get access to the history
of an apartment.

360 LIFE APPLICATION | 9

02

SMART TECHNOLOGY | 10

Smart Technology.
Smart tech, enabling you to do clever things.

02

SMART TECHNOLOGY | 11

The Concept
Underpinning the 360 application is a series of smart
IoT devices which allow tenants to control services
and functions from wherever. Having the lights come
on when you walk in the door, or making sure the oven
is off is easily done through smart devices.

CONCEPT 02

Smart Doors.
Control access, see who’s visiting,
and never get locked out again.

SMART TECHNOLOGY | 12

CONCEPT 02

Smart Ambience.
Smart lights, blinds, heating; enabling
you to control all of this right from
your phone.

SMART TECHNOLOGY | 13

CONCEPT 02

Voice Assistant; everywhere.
Voice assistants not just in your room,
but building wide, mean you can manage
services and utilities wherever you are.

SMART TECHNOLOGY | 14

03

SETTING UP YOUR HOME | 15

Setting Up Your Home.
Making it simple, easy, and intuitive to get your
home ready for your arrival.

03

SETTING UP YOUR HOME | 16

The Concept
Painpoint: Moving in and setting up your home
Moving to your new apartment is stressful; organising
everything from new furniture, to setting up utilities,
to moving your things, to redirect mail, etc.
Through the dedicated 360 App, buyers will have the
option of automating these tasks, meaning they can
move in and not sweat the small stuff.

CONCEPT 03

Visualise Your Apartment.
Giving buyers the ability to use augmented
reality to visualise their apartment layout
before they move in. This could be extended
to furniture partnerships, moving companies,
etc, enabling buyers to design and automate
the move-in process.

SETTING UP YOUR HOME | 17

CONCEPT 03

Collective Utilities.
Through a series of commercial partnerships,
we recommend pre-negotiated utilities, enabling
tenants to access services and pay for them via
a single subscription, all managed through the
360 application.

SETTING UP YOUR HOME | 18

CONCEPT 03

Ubiquitous Wi-fi.
Through a partnership with one of the major
Telcos, we recommend enabling building-wide
wi-fi. This will eliminate the need for transferring
or setting up new connections, with all
connections being managed by the building.

SETTING UP YOUR HOME | 19

04

SMART TRAVEL | 20

Smart Travel.
Making parking, travel, and getting
from A to B smarter.

04

SMART TRAVEL | 21

The Concept
Painpoint: Parking, sharing parks,
and moving around.
Finding and accessing carparks was a major pain point
which came through in our research. There’s a desire
to not have a car, but a reality that one is needed — in
fact up to 85% of people don’t want the cost of a car,
but need one. Providing a solution for both those who
don’t want one, and those who need one, is crucial to
the success of the development.

CONCEPT 04

Smart Bollards.
One of the most common pain-points is people
parking in my park. The addition of smartbollards allows for sensor triggered bollards
(either through phone or an on-car tag) which
protects the park enabling use only by its owner.
This can be extended to guest parking as well,
in conjunction with bookable parks.

SMART TRAVEL | 22

CONCEPT 04

Bookable Car Parks.
Through a hybrid of the 360 Application
and IoT parking sensors, providing tenants
with the ability to book parks for themselves
(meaning that parks don’t need to be
allocated to specific apartments) or for
guests, provides another way to manage
car parking worries.

SMART TRAVEL | 23

CONCEPT 04

Shared Cars.
Simple but effective, we recommend a fleet
of electronic cars, shared between tenants,
and booked via the 360 app, allowing for
those who don’t own a car to use the car
sharing system as required.

SMART TRAVEL | 24

05

SMART SHARED SPACES | 25

Smart Shared Spaces.
Spaces designed to be enjoyed
with your friends and family.

05

SMART SHARED SPACES | 26

The Concept
Painpoint: People want their apartment
to feel like a suburban home.
People enjoy the space and freedom afforded to those
in larger homes with big backyards, even when they
opt for apartment living. Through a series of clever use
spaces, we can provide the best of both worlds.

CONCEPT 05

Multi-use Smart Space.
A bookable space that can transform from a movie-theatre,
to a shared office, to a sports bar to a playgroup, depending
on who wants to use it, and the time of day. By installing
things like retracting projector screens, we can enable the
easy transformation of spaces, controlled through the 360
application and IoT devices.

SMART SHARED SPACES | 27

CONCEPT 05

Urban Farms.
Bringing a bit of suburbia to our tenants in the
form of a shared farm; tenants can up-vote the
types of plants or vegetables they want planted
through the application, and can sign-up to help
maintain and collect.

SMART SHARED SPACES | 28

CONCEPT 05

Autonomous Bar.
Enabling spaces to function like there are staff, but
without the human cost. A robot controlled bar,
similar to those found on cruise ships, enable shared
spaces to be used for evening drinks by all tenants.

SMART SHARED SPACES | 29

06

SERVICE DROIDS | 30

Service Droids.
Droids and robots designed to
make your life even easier.

06

SERVICE DROIDS | 31

The Concept
Painpoint: Do it for me.
Using state of the art technology, we can use robots
to take the pain out of every-day tasks. These can
be enabled through the 360 app, and applied to
tasks ranging from deliveries to rubbish removal to
communal cleaning.

CONCEPT 06

Delivery Droid.
A droid designed to bring your deliveries to you;
whether it’s straight from your smart-locker,
or direct from the Uber Eats driver.

SERVICE DROIDS | 32

CONCEPT 06

Rubbish Removal.
Robots who automatically collect rubbish from
your apartment on-demand; simply book from
the app, or when your bin sensor says it’s full.

SERVICE DROIDS | 33

CONCEPT 06

Cleaning Droids.
Vacuum and mop droids on each
floor, keeping common spaces clean,
tidy and fresh.

SERVICE DROIDS | 34

07

LIFE SERVICES | 35

Life Services.
Services, managed through your application,
that make the day-to-day even easier.

07

LIFE SERVICES | 36

The Concept
Painpoint: Getting things done.
Through real-world partnerships, we can provide
tenants with easy ways to manage the day-to-day tasks
that they would normally have to figure out themselves;
who can clean my apartment? Who can organise my
groceries? Who can do my laundry?

CONCEPT 07

Laundry & Dry-Cleaning.
Partnerships with local laundry companies
designed to make it simple to book a
laundry collection right from your room.

LIFE SERVICES | 37

CONCEPT 07

Smart Dairy.
A dairy on a wall, making it easy to
pick up your essentials on the way
home, and have them delivered
straight to your door. This would be
enabled through quick QR code
scanning on the application, meaning
users can quickly order the essentials
on their way into the building.
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CONCEPT 07

Self-Cleaning Building.
Self-cleaning building services —
if your windows need a clean just
request it quickly from the 360 app.
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CONCEPT 07

Car Valet.
Expert auto detailing and car valet
all managed through the 360 App.
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Concierge.
A remote concierge service enabling the
booking and management of events,
dinners out, or anything else you need.
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CONCIERGE | 42

The Concept
Painpoint: Getting the most out of where I live.
Knowing what’s happening around you, and being
able to take advantage of events, activities, and
celebrations was a big pain point for city-dwellers.
By providing a virtual on-demand concierge
(enabled through a remote support team or bots)
we can help our tenants quickly access tickets,
passes, or booking for the things they want to do.

CONCEPT 08

Booking Dinners,
Shows, and more.
Your concierge will book dinners,
shows, or anything else for you,
direct from your mobile app.
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CONCEPT 08

Messaging Based.
Message your concierge right through
the app, just like sending a text message.
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CONCEPT 08

Recommended Events.
Want to do something but not sure what?
The concierge will recommend events,
shows, or whatever is on near you.
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Security.
Systems and services designed to keep you,
and your fellow occupants, safe and sound.
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The Concept
Painpoint: People don’t feel safe, and don’t
feel like their belongings are safe.
Through a hybrid of smart technology and rules-based
software, we can enable tenants to feel safe, and feel
like their belongings are safe, 24-7. Enabling everything
from safe and smart deliveries to keeping your home
looked after while you’re away on holiday.

CONCEPT 09

Smart Lockers.
Smart, temperature controlled lockers
for deliveries, keeping everything from
groceries to flowers safe and fresh.
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CONCEPT 09

Holiday Mode.
Going away? Holiday mode makes it look like
you’re home through smart lights and sounds,
and gives access to a trusted friend to check
on your place while you’re away.
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CONCEPT 09

Smart Access.
Enable access to tradespeople, or other
services, right from your mobile app.
Even if your cleaner comes every Tuesday
at 11, repeatable access will enable this.

SECURITY | 50
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GETTING AROUND | 51

Getting Around.
Making moving around the complex
simple and easy.
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GETTING AROUND | 52

The Concept
Painpoint: Getting around, and having guests.
Moving from point a to point b in an apartment building
can be a pain; it’s even worse when having guests or
visitors. Through the right technology we can enable
seamless access to the places you or your guests need
to go, all done in a safe and secure way.

CONCEPT 10

Biometric Access.
Doors and access controlled by facial
recognition systems, meaning forgetting
your keys isn’t the end of the world.
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CONCEPT 10

AR Wayfinding.
Lost? Augmented reality wayfinding through
the application means you can quickly get to
where you need to go. Quickly grant this for
emergency services or guests as well.
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CONCEPT 10

Guest Passes.
Got a friend coming to stay? Grant them a guest
pass, enabling them to access the areas you
want them to for a set period of time.
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REQUIREMENTS | 56

Potential Space Requirements.
• Smart Lockers
• Smart Shared Space
• Service-Specific Spaces (i. dry-cleaning lockers)
• Shared Parking Parking Pool & Bollards
• Screen for Virtual Dairy ordering
• Robot Storage Spaces
• Urban Farm Space
• IoT Enablement Spaces (i.e. Smart Locks, etc)
• Building cleaning robot storage (external)

Appendix 2 – Residents Technical Group: marked-up minutes

MINUTES OF MEETING

EDEN WE LOVE INC.

Date:

16 March 2021

Project:

360 Dominion Rd Development

Location:

113 Grange Road, Mt Eden

Covid 19 Fast track

Purpose of meeting: For the residents Technical Committee to present suggested improvements
to the proposal
Date of Meeting:

Monday, 15 March 2021 at 7:00 p.m.

1.0 Attendees
Bruce Koefoed
Nicola Paoli
Megan Rule
Denise Civil
David Seymour
Kristen Bartlett
John Dalzell
Lindsay Rowles
Nick Hanson
Sam Goddard

BK
NP
MR
DC
DS
KB
JD
LR
NH
SG

RCT (Resident Committee Technical)
RCT
RCT
RCT
MP Epsom
David Seymour’s Office
Developer
FNI (Foodstuffs North Island) GM Mem + Property
FNI Head Property Investment
FNI Development Manager

1.1 Apologies
- Bruce Perrett

BP

RCT

2.0 Pepeha / Introductions
- All attendees introduced themselves with a short pepeha
3.0 Technical Introductions
- BK introduced MR and DC explaining their background as architects with urban design
experience.
- BK outlined the proposed agenda for the meeting.
4.0 Technical Comment
- MR talked to the PowerPoint presentation prepared by the group.
- The PowerPoint covered the following matters: A
Retaining and adapting the existing high quality character heritage building
B
Introducing a single traffic entrance from Dominion Rd via existing main entry/traffic
lights
C
Creating a generous walkway on the east side of development eg 6.0m wide
D
Improving the North/South oriented Prospect and Grange fringes with multiple
pedestrian access
E
Introducing a variety of accommodation types eg universal accessibility, seniors,
families, etc
F
Improving lane between Dominion Rd building/subject site with dual facing retail onto
laneway
G
Reducing the size of supermarket by around 50%
- DC challenged the developer and FoodStuffs team to provide an exemplary mixed-use
development and pointed out that if adopted the suggestions would significantly diminish
local opposition to the project.
- A copy of the PowerPoint and associated text was left with all attendees.

5.0 Feedback
- JD advised that there was alignment on a number of the ideas in the presentation but that
the project had to satisfy multiple and often conflicting agendas.
- LR explained his background in supermarket development.
o He advised that the existing Countdown supermarket is at capacity and that New World
will fill a local need in the community.
o The new supermarket does not need to have prime site location but needs to be of a
suitable size to give a range of product options.
o New World prides itself in being owner operated businesses with a strong community
commitment.
o The Dominion Road access point has been explored. Auckland Transport are against
this option based on future prioritisation of public transport on Dominion Road.
- Discussion on the issue of saving the building followed. It noted that all prospective
purchasers planned demolition. JD advised that some of the existing building will be
retained. MRasked that the nature of the existing building be acknowledged in the
proposed development.
- DS requested that the meeting agree to where they stand on each aspect of the PowerPoint
with the following outcomes: o A: Partial agreement, aspects of the existing building to be retained along the Dominion
Road frontage at first floor level. Can consider re-use of selected materials e.g. brick,
metal windows.
o B: JD prepared to run the traffic model again on the single Dominion Road entrance and
to share the results, however noted unlikely to provide workable and acceptable
solution based on previous work and discussions with AT and Urban Designers.
o C: JD was concerned that at least 2 of the 3 the immediately adjoining neighbours
hasve previously expressed a view that they did not want desire for privacy from the
developmentpublic being able to access the Overland Flow Plan or Landscaped.area
between Prospect and Grange adjoining their property. The possibility of a walkway will
be re-canvassed with them as this had not been previously suggestedto confirm their
view.
o D: Redesign of the Grange Road and Prospect Terrace aspects to the development
depends on item B.
o E: JD confirmed that the intention is to develop accommodation that suits all occupant
types and the modular nature of the unit configurations will facilitate this. The design of
the residential aspect of the project is a work in progress.
o F: JD and LR understand the issues with thea laneway between Lot 1 and Lot 2
andhowever, they believe done well could be a real feature of the development. would
like to see dual retail established here. There is pushback from the Lot 1 owners as are
concerned it does not impacts on their method of operating.
o The size of the supermarket ins not negotiable. NP advised that this would not be an
issuefor the residents if traffic was redirected to Dominion Road.
- JD agreed to respond to the group on the above issued in a week.
6.0 Other matters.
- LR advised that NZ average supermarket sales in e-commerce on line were 12% for
Woolworths Limited. The worlds most active market, South Korea is believed to be as high as
30% - Even in this peak market, this means 70% of all groceries are bought in physical stores,
in NZ this is closer to 90%.
- average is 30%
- The proposed supermarket will have a pickup service as part of its operation.
- The smaller metro supermarkets offered a decreased range and volume of products and
therefore are not preferred by customers, where there is choice of a full line large format
dotre, unless the smaller store is highly differentiated, like Farro.
- LR to supply population distribution for the local 30 000 loyalty card holders boundary
eg 5km, noting that 1:10,000 population catchment was better measure of potential
customers. AucklandNZ was is closer to at 1:17,000.
- MR stated that if vehicle entry directly off Dominion Rd could not work under future AT public
transport plans with associated reduced parking, and based on proposal TPC Traffic Report
showing most traffic comes off Dominion Road, the proposal would not work off suburban
streets either. [Not sure we can understand what is being said here nor the logic – please

-

have MR review drafting]
JD advised that the draft project will be submitted to the EPA for feedback once the
meetings this week have concluded. Preliminary Design is 60% complete.
JD undertook to send the group the information regarding the consenting process under the
Covid Recovery (Fast-track Consenting) Act that is on the EPA website.
JD advised that Judge L J Newhook is to chairConvenor of the Expert Cconsenting Ppanel
and will appoint a Chair.

The meeting finished at 9:00 p.m. approx.
Distribution.
To attendees listed in 1.0 above.

Appendix 3 – sample letter to residents

21 October 2020
Rosalind Edith Roux De Buisson
86 Prospect Terrace,
Mt Eden,
AUCKLAND
Attention: The Residential Owner
By postal delivery:
Dominion Road Mixed Use Development – Lot 2 DP 170042
Dear Ms De Buisson,
I am writing to establish contact with you as one of our neighbouring properties. I represent
the owners of the nearby Lot 2 (development site with frontage to 360 Dominion Road, 88
Prospect Terrace and 113 Grange Road).
We are beginning the process of thinking about and planning a redevelopment of our site.
The project is a collaboration between the owner of the land, Pudong Housing Development
Company Ltd (Pudong), and my company, Silk Road Management Ltd (Silk Road).
The site holds incredible potential, however unlocking the value as an integrated retail and
residential mixed-use site will require careful thought, planning and co-ordination from a
diverse team. Pudong has elected to partner with Silk Road on this project because of our
extensive expertise in planning and delivering complex mixed-use projects.
Our design philosophy is underpinned by and values stakeholder engagement and feedback.
To give you some background, it was using this collaborative approach that I personally led a
previous role at Wynyard Quarter on Auckland’s waterfront. With early and continual
community participation, we were able to incorporate important feedback from local
residents and businesses, supported by the wider constituency, into the design of what is now
a loved and iconic part of Auckland.
Our design team for the Dominion Road Project includes NZ’s best architects, urban and
landscape designers, many of whom worked on the Wynyard Quarter Project. Key team
members include leading architects Warren & Mahoney, environmental planning and design
consultancy Boffa Miskell, environmental and engineering specialists Tonkin & Taylor, urban

planning Barkers and Associates, and leading environmental acoustic consultancy, Hegley
Acoustics.
The vision we have for the completed development is a well-designed and functioning urban
environment which provides the community with:
•
•
•
•
•

A variety of homes that are affordably priced.
A process for achieving local design content and expression of Māori culture, which will
be embedded into our design.
A range of new opportunities for local businesses. We plan to work with the adjoining
retailers and local Business Association to integrate and optimise these opportunities.
Easy access to a well-integrated development focused on creating a safe and convenient
retail and residential space for owners/occupiers, customers, residents and visitors.
A design response conceived in a COVID economic environment which aims to build
resilience and support local businesses. We are also absolutely focused on developing a
leading residential and retail hub that utilises some of the most cutting-edge
environmental design principles and materials.

It goes without saying that to do this, and to achieve a design that truly integrates the
development and adds genuine value to the neighbourhood, we need to engage and
collaborate with all our adjoining owners and retailers.
Our primary design and planning ethos is that this development can make a real and tangible
contribution to local area. Perhaps for too long Dominion Road has been viewed as a
‘throughfare’, and our vision for the site is to create a ‘destination’ that provides a real sense
of community, with genuine societal and economic benefit.
We have made a commitment to Auckland Council to work together on a collaborative basis
and would include all our stakeholders in this process. To date we have had conversations
with Iwi representatives, members of the Local Board, and the Dominion Road Business
Association, and we’d like to share our plans, vision and gather your feedback in this early
stage.
In the short term there will be some change for a number of our neighbours. However, with
good design, careful planning and working together, we believe we can create an incredible
retail and residential experience that benefits the local community.
I would welcome the opportunity to talk with you to share more about our vision, but also to
understand how we can work together for the benefit of everyone involved. Are you able to
provide me your preferred form of communication. You can call me on mobile 021 949 265 or
email me on jd@silkroadfunds.co.nz . Thank you.
Yours sincerely,

John Dalzell
Managing Director

